Abstract. Roll forming is a well known process in which a strip is guided through several sets of rolls that form the strip into the desired shape. However, industrial practice has been largely restricted to empiricism and heuristic rules. To avoid the forming defects and reduce the developing cost, simulation can be used to examine the roll forming process. As a continuous quasi-static loading process, dynamic explicit finite element method often exhibits greater capability than other implicit methods in reducing CPU time, saving memory and dealing with the contact. However, a key problem, when using dynamic explicit codes, is that the method is a conditional stability algorithm. When using mass scaling or virtual velocity for increasing the time step size, dynamic effects are the fatal weakness. By choosing a series of appropriate control parameters for current damping models and loading velocity curves, the dynamic effects can be minimized to a reasonable level in engineering sense. This paper describes the simulation process in studying the "U" section channel part and some simulation parameters are recommended.
INTRODUCTION
Roll forming is a well known process in which a strip is guided through several sets of rolls that form the strip into the desired shape. However, despite the long history of the process, since it is relatively poorly understood, industrial practice has been largely restricted to empiricism and heuristic rules. The early study focused on using simple analytical methods or semi-analytical methods by calculating the lateral and longitude bending deformation separately [1] . Kiuchi defined a sinusoidal "shape function" to describe the middle sheet surface between the roll stands. By minimizing the dissipated power of deformation, the parameters in shape function can be decided and the stress and strain distribution can be achieved. Other researchers such as G. Nefussi also used the similar method by different function formats. Despite the efficiency, the kind of method is affected by the one certain shape function and can not solve the three dimension problem reasonably. Many researchers have tried other more efficient methods. Brunet used a plane strain finite element analysis for sheet bending in rolls and combine Kiuchi's formulation to predict longitudinal strains. Liu Cai etc used finite strip method to simulate the roll forming process by replacing the continuous progression with B-spline function. Rebelo et al. and McClure used both implicit and explicit versions of ABAQUS to simulate roll forming of a U-channel. The state of numerical research indicated that dynamic explicit finite element method is the most effective toll to realize the whole process simulation of roll forming [2] [3] . It often exhibits greater capability than other implicit methods in reducing CPU time, saving memory and dealing with the contact.
However, a key problem, when using dynamic explicit codes, is that the method is a conditional stability algorithm, which is controlled by Courant-Friedrichs-Levy criteria. When using mass scaling or virtual velocity for increasing the time step size, dynamic effects are the fatal weakness. By choosing a series of appropriate control parameters for current damping models and loading velocity curves, the dynamic effects can be minimized to a reasonable level in engineering sense. This paper describes the simulation process in studying the "U" section channel part [4] . According to the characteristics of roll forming process, the adjusting parameters include the maximum virtual velocity of the moving part, mass scaling value, damping coefficient and loading velocity curve. It provided considerable experience how and when it is best to apply dynamic explicit method to the design of a roll forming process. This study also has shown that the dynamic explicit FEM code LS-DYNA can be used accurately to simulate the roll forming process under certain approximations.
THEORY OF EXPLICIT DYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The basic formulation of explicit dynamic finite element method is shown as. Usually, central difference method is used to solve the above equation. At time n t , the discretized velocity and acceleration formulations are shown as:
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By the equation (2) and (3), the recurrence formula of to solve the displacement on each node can be shown as:
Because the implicit algorithm does not consider inertia effect, for non-linear problem, the finite element equation is solved by a series of non-linear Newton-Raphson approaches. This needs transpose the non-linear stiff matrix. Also, it will take much time to reach the convergence and even for highly non-linear problem, the convergence can not be promised. In contrast, explicit dynamic method only needs simple transpose the block mass matrix. And the non-coupling equation is solved directly withour transposing the total stiff matrix. All of the non-linear characteristics including contact etc. are included in inner force vector. The computation of inner force is the main consumption, which need not checking convergence.
However, the method is a conditional stability algorithm, which is controlled by Courant-Friedrichs -Levy criteria. The stability depends on the minimum time step given mesh, the minimum time step size is dependent upon sonic speed, which is a function of material properties (density, elastic modulus, and Poisson's ratio). Small time step causes too much time consumption excessively. So we can use the mass scaling technology and virtual velocity to speed up the simulation process, which can bring much dynamic effects. To eliminate or minimize the dynamic effects to a reasonable level in engineering sense, a series of appropriate control parameters for current damping models and loading velocity curves should be adopted.
MODELING OF THE ROLL FORMING PROCESS FIGURE 1. Section profile of roll forming
The example presented in this study is a U-channel forming process that is composed of four passes, and each roll stand has a bending angle of 0°,30°,60°a nd 90°shown in Figure 1 , where roll stands are spaced at 1000mm. The material of sheet is DIN St-37-2(similar to AISI 1015) with a thickness of 4mm and width of 236mm and in continuous strip form. The sheet material was descript using Swift's isotropic strain hardening model and Hooke law. Due to the symmetry, only one half needs to be modeled. The sheet was pulled through the rolls with constant speed without rotating rolls. Therefore, only the area of rolls in contact arc length was considered. According to the experience, there is an obvious strain concentration at the corner of the "U" channel. So here the smaller mesh is used. The rigid rolls are meshed with 4 node shell element. To illustrate the deformation of the edge [3] , an 8 node solid shell elements are used to mesh the sheet. They have the same node and freedom configuration of solid elements but account for shell-like behavior in the thickness direction. They are useful for modeling shell-like portions of a 3D structure without the need to connect solid element nodes to shell nodes. Under the precondition of keeping one certain accuracy, the key problem in whole simulation of roll forming is to reducing CPU time heavily. Therefore, during this study, different element types, element sizes, mass density, sheet speed, sheet length, type of velocity boundary conditions have been tried. In the final simulations, the space between rolls was set to 400mm according to the forming length in roll forming. The length of the sheet was limited to 900mm to study the deformation under the two stands. To speed up the simulation, the virtual velocity of sheet moving was set to 6000mm/s. It was also possible to increase the mass density by a factor of 25 without getting huge dynamic effects. Also, a single point integration method was used to save extensive amounts of computer time. This is prone to zero-energy modes referred to as hourglass modes. The occurrence of hourglass deformations in an analysis can invalidate the results and should always be minimized. Hourglass damping resistance is used to control it. As a general guideline, the hourglass energy should not exceed 10% of the internal energy.
The most important factor that causes the dynamic effect is the velocity loading curve type of forming tool. The velocity load curve type adopts the following
where A is a pending constant dependant on the moving distance of the part. Suppose Ue is a moving distance of the forming tool, when n =2, we have To reduce the contact search time, the birth and death time of contact between each roll was defined carefully by the sheet moving velocity and roll screwing down velocity. Besides, the contact boxes are also used to reduce the contact search space.
The total time needed to finish the simulation was reduced to 25 hours on a SGI-Onyx 3800 supercomputer using 8 CPUs (each 500MHz). Figure 4 illustrated the shape change under 30°, 60°, 90° rolls. It is obvious that the forming process is stable. The flower pattern of roll design from 0°to 60°stands in Figure 5 is very meaningful for roll forming process design. Figure 6 shows the strain distribution for the whole roll forming process. It is seen that the corner is stain concentrative area. Afterwards, the longitude direction is very uniform except the head and tail of the channel. According to the Fig.7 , the simulation prevented hourglassing from becoming significant the result is acceptable. The study has shown that the dynamic explicit finite element method can be used accurately to simulate the roll forming process under certain good parameter control and loading curve type selection., which is very helpful to roll forming design.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FUTURE WORK
During the above simulation, there is some imperfectness which should be noticed in the future study.
1. As the process is continuous, the length of the strip was limited. The deformation mode during the period from the sheet being engaged in to leaving out can not be studied under all rolls. To realize the whole process simulation, we can cut the elements on the front of the strip and append them to the tail of the strip. In this way, the strip can be "unlimited" length by limited amount of elements.
2. The contact search time almost take the half of the whole consumption. Developing a more effective contact algorithm will reduce the computation cost heavily. Because most of the rolls are generated through revolving a certain type curve along a center line, the geometry shapes are relatively simply. An contact search algorithm based on the parametric curved-surface description can be more effective.
